WRITTEN REQUEST AS A QUALIFIED EXEMPT COMMERCIAL PURCHASER

In accordance with Section 2118(b)(3)(F) of the New York Insurance Law, the undersigned is qualified as an Exempt Commercial Purchaser, and acknowledges that it has been informed that the insurance it is seeking may be available from authorized insurers that may provide greater protection with more regulatory oversight and hereby requests, that its insurance coverage be acquired from one or more unauthorized insurers.

The undersigned further acknowledges that it has been informed that policies issued by such unauthorized insurers may not be subject to all of the regulations of the Superintendent of Insurance pertaining to policy forms. In the event of insolvency of the unauthorized insurers, losses will not be covered by any New York State security fund.

_______________________
Insured Entity

_______________________
Signature/Title

_______________________
Date

WRECP (Ed. Jan. 2015)